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ABSTRACT 
We compare multivariate distributions from the point of view of the “strength” of 
linear relationships among the random variables. To this purpose we define a group 
majorization ordering for correlation matrices based on the permutation group and the 
sign-change group. This partial ordering has many intuitively appealing properties. 
We show some of its implications in terms of multiple, partial, and canonical 
correlation coefficients, as well as for sample correlation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical ways of measuring linear relationships among p random vari- 
ables (r.v.‘s), with p > 2, are given in the statistical literature through 
multiple, canonical, and partial correlation coefficients: each set of coeffi- 
cients accounts for different aspects of such a dependence. For special 
measures of correlation between two random vectors see, for instance, the 
review of Cramer and Nicewander [ 11. 
Two different cases are usually distinguished, according as all r.v.‘s play 
the same role, or there exists a partition of the variables into two groups, e.g. 
predictor and criterion variables. In the first case linear interdependence of 
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the r.v.‘s is to be studied, while in the second we may measure linear 
dependence of the criterion variables on the predictors. 
The airn of this paper is to explore a possible definition of “global” 
interdependence which will give a meaning to the statement: “The r.v.‘s 
5 I>..., 5, are more, less, or equally linearly interdependent than vi,. . . , qp,” 
whatever measure of correlation we choose. In other words, we want to 
compare multivariate distributions with respect to linear interdependence. 
Now, by its very nature, linear interdependence must be invariant under 
location and scale transformations of each r.v. Consider any measure of linear 
interdependence which is a function of first and second moments only. It can 
be shown (see [2, p. 2711) that a maximal invariant for this measure under 
transformations of the r.v.‘s of the type [, + aiEi + bi, ai > 0 (i = 1,. . . , p) is 
their correlation matrix R = ( rij), where rij = corr(ti, Ej), i, j = 1,. . . , p; this 
amounts to saying that any function of the first and second moments of the 
joint distribution of Ei,. . . , 5, which is invariant under positive affine trans- 
formations is a function of R. It seems natural, then, to try to define a 
suitable ordering on the set 9 of all p x p correlation matrices, for a given 
p > 2. So in this work we only consider p-dimensional random vectors 
(E i,. . .,(,) such that a corresponding correlation matrix does exist. This 
includes all random vectors with a nonsingular distribution. It also includes 
vectors with a singular distribution such as (.$, E, . . . , [), but, since correlation 
matrices must have diagonal elements equal to one, it excludes vectors such 
as (LO,..., 0), that is, with some components which are constant. 
Adopting a heuristic approach, we demand that an ordering for correla- 
tion matrices which reflects greater or lesser linear interdependence in an 
absolute sense (i.e. disregarding whether positive or negative) should be 
preserved by most well-known measures of correlation. More in detail, it 
should satisfy at least the following requirements: 
(i) it is unaffected by changes in the order of the variables and/or their 
signs; 
(ii) (a) the identity matrix Z is the minimal element, and 
(b) rank-l correlation matrices are maximal; 
(iii) for p = 2 it is the usual ordering on IQ], where 0 is the correlation 
coefficient, and for equicorrelation matrices (1 - Q)Z + QJ with the same 
sign of e, it is the same as ordering the values of 1~1; 
(iv) the correlation does not increase on taking convex combinations of 
“equivalent” correlation matrices, i.e. identical up to permutations 
and/or sign changes of some r.v.‘s. 
Only (iv) needs illustrating. For p = 2 it is trivial. For any p, two matrices 
R 1 and R, E W can always be thought of as the correlation matrices of 
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standardized random variables [i, . . . , (, and vi,. . . , 7, such that the [,‘s are 
uncorrelated with the vi’s Then their convex combination aR, + (1 - CX)R, 
is the correlation matrix of the r.v.‘s fiti +(1 - fl)qi (for given 0 < (Y < I, 
p=(2(Y-l)-i{(Y-[[(Y(l-(Y)]1’2}), which are intuitively less correlated 
among themselves than the .$,‘s and the qi’s. 
As we shall see, requirements (i)-(iv) are not independent. 
2. THE GEOMETRY OF CORRELATION MATRICES 
We start with some preliminary remarks on the geometry of 9%‘. It is well 
known that each R E 9%’ (a) is nonnegative definite with ones on the main 
diagonal and (b) has all its off-diagonal elements between - 1 and 1. In fact 
(b) follows from (a) by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
Any matrix satisfying (a) is a correlation matrix: this is a consequence of 
the classical method of multidimensional scaling (see, for instance, [7, 
p. 2361). Thus the set ~8 of correlation matrices is a closed, bounded convex 
subset of [w P(P+~v~ obtained by intersecting the closed convex cone of all 
nonnegative definite matrices with the subspace {R = (rij) : rii = 1, i = 
1 >..., p }. The relative boundary of .‘% is the set of all singular correlation 
matrices. It follows that the correlation-matrix set 9 has an infinity of 
extreme points: in particular, rank-l correlation matrices are extreme points 
of 9. We denote by X(R) the vector of eigenvalues of the matrix R. For the 
definitions of ordinary majorization <, and of upper ( +w ) and lower ( <w ) 
weak majorizations between vectors, we refer to Marshall and Olkin [6, 
Chapter 13. 
LEMMA 1. The rank-l cmelution matrices (i.e. all matrices of the type 
uu’, with u E R p, ui = + 1 for all i = 1,. . . , p) are extreme points of 9. 
Proof. Let rank R = 1, and let R = (YS +(l - a)T with S, T E 92 and 
0 < LY < 1. It follows (see [6, p. 2411) that 
X(R)-cah(S)+(l-a)A(T). 
But A(R)=(p,O ,..., O)T; hence A(S)=X(T)=(p,O ,..., O)T, so ranks= 
rank T = 1, and S = wwT, T = vvT with all entries of w and v either 1 or 
- 1. This implies that all entries of R, S, T are + 1. But then, if S # T, a must 
be either 0 or 1. n 
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3. ORDERING AND EQUIVALENCE FOR 
CORRELATION MATRICES 
The requirements of Section 1 severely restrict the choice of possible 
orderings. In particular, because of (i), the ordering must be invariant under 
the same permutation of rows and columns and under sign changes of a row 
and the corresponding column of elements of 9. Thus, the ordering must be 
invariant under congruence by the group 9’ spanned by permutation and 
sign matrices of order p, i.e. the group of all p x p matrices with either a 1 or 
a - 1 in every row and column and all other entries equal to 0. Clearly the 
set 9 is invariant under the group 9, namely, R E .9 implies PRP* E 9’ for 
all P E 9. The group 9 contains the group 9, of all the order-p permuta- 
tion matrices, and 9 and 9, are both subgroups of 0, the group of all 
p x p orthogonal matrices. 
Consideration of (i) and (iv) leads to the following: 
DEFINITION 1. Given R,, R, E 9: 
(a) R 1 is said to have no more correlation than R, (R 1 <corn R,) iff 
R,=CI,~hP~,,RZP~forsomeah~O,~:h~h=l,and P,,E~, h=l,...,]9]= 
2Pp!; 
(b) RI and R, are said to have equal correlation (R 1 zcom R,) iff 
Ri %rr R, and Rs %rr R,. 
Definition l(a) defines a preordering in 9 (i.e., the relation <corr is 
reflexive and transitive) which is a special case of Gmajorization (see [6, 
p. 4221) with respect to the group 9’ acting by congruence on 5%‘. Gmajori- 
zation has been investigated by Eaton [3] and Giovagnoli and Wynn [4], and 
we shall apply results from those papers. 
A geometric description of G~,,~ can be given: for R E ~2, denote by 
U(R) the convex hull of the points { PRP*, P E B }. Then R 1 <corr R, means 
R, E %‘(R,), i.e. V(R,) G V(R,). Thus R, =_ R, iff V(R,) = V(R,). The 
equivalence classes of zcorr are exactly the orbits of 9 under the action of 
9. 
By Lemma 1, rank-l correlation matrices are maximal elements with 
respect to Gcorr. It can be shown that there is only one minimal element, 
namely the identity matrix. 
LEMMA 2. 
(9 1 i..,, R for all R E 93’; 
(ii) ifR, = (1 - a)Z + aR2 with 0 < ad 1, then RI B,,, R,. 
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Proof. The proof of (i) is in Giovagnoli and Wynn [4, p. 132, Exam- 
ple c]. The proof of (ii) follows immediately from I Q,, R,. n 
An aid to illustrating G=,,~ further is given by Proposition 1 below, which 
deals with the case when R, and/or R, are equicorrelation matrices. The 
ordered eigenvalues of a matrix R E 9’ are denoted by X,(R) >, X,(R) > * * * 
2 X,(R). 
Let U= {u~IWP:u~=(rtl,~l,...,+l)}, and put e,,,,(R)= 
[p(p - l)]-‘(max uTRu - p) and emi,, = [p(p - l)]-‘(rnin~~% - p), 
where max and min are taken over the vectors u E U. Consider the equicorre- 
lation matrix E=(l-e)Z+s.Z, [-(p-l)]-‘<e<l, and define G=~-‘Q 
for p odd, g=(p - l)-‘Q for p even. Then, if e > 0, em,,(E) = Q, emin 
= - 6; if Q < 0, e,,(E) = - G, emin = Q. 
REMARK. It is easy to show that if R, <co* R, then e,,,,,( R,) < Q,,,,,( R,) 
and emi, 2 e,iJR,). Thus Rr lcorr Ra implies e,,(Ri) = emax and 
Q,& R,) = emin( R,). Observe that VR E W 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E = (1 - @)I + ~1, Ei = (1 - ei)Z + ei.Z, with Q, ei E 
[ - l/(p - l), 11, i = 1,2. 
Proof. The “only if” part of (a) follows from the Remark. To show 
the converse, put eM = em,,,(R) and &,$ = e,,(R), and let eM = 
HP - W1~~T,%s, - p), QM = [P(P - W’(~~R~, - P). If % = 
diag(U,), then it is easily checked that 
where the sum is taken upon all permutation matrices II. A similar result is 
valid for E, = (1 - Q~)Z + e,,,_Z. The result then follows from Lemma 2(ii). 
The proof of (b) follows from (a) by observing that El <mrr E, iff 
(1 - Ql/@d~ +(el/ezvG3,J~ 
Only (c) remains to be proved. It follows from (a) and the Remark. n 
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Proposition l(c) cannot be reversed, as can be shown by taking E = J and 
R = (p - 1) ~ ‘( pZ - J) with p odd. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
R G car,. E is still to be found. 
Geometrically we can represent equicorrelation matrices in Iw P(P+‘v~ as 
the points of a segment on the line from (p - l))‘(pZ - Z) to J, and this 
segment intersects V(R) in E, and E,. 
To end this section, we show a practical way of establishing, for given 
R,, R, E 9, whether R, G corr R, holds or not. We make use of the fact that 
R, G corr R, if and only if (see [4, p. 1151) the system of linear inequalities 
h,P,,RJhT= R,, 
h 
a,, > 0, h=l ,...,ZPp! 
in the unknown (Y’S has a solution. This can be obtained for instance by 
means of Phase I of the simplex algorithm. 
4. PROPERTIES OF <_ 
We show that the requirements (i)-(iv) listed in Section 1 are satisfied by 
<corr. Property (i) is clear; (ii)(a) follows from Lemma 2; (ii)(b) follows from 
Lemma 1; (iii) is a consequence of Proposition 1; and (iv) is straightforward. 
Furthermore: 
THEOREM 1. R 1 < con R, ifff( R 1) =G f( R,) for all red functions f such 
that (a) f is convex (or quasiconvex) and (b) f is 9invuriunt. 
Proof. See [4, Theorem 11. n 
Thus measures of correlations satisfying (a) and (b) clearly preserve the 
ordering. The functions P~,,,( R) and 1 - P,,~,( R) defined in Section 3 are two 
such examples. Theorem 1 fully characterizes the ordering Q..,, by means of 
a class of order-preserving functions. In particular, since norms of matrices 
are convex matrix functions, Gcorr is preserved by all Finvariant norms. 
As well as real functions of the matrices of W, we can consider vector 
functions. The properties that follow, and those in Section 5, show that the 
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ordering < _ implies suitable orderings for vectors associated with each 
Z? E w. 
THEOREM 2. IfR, <corrR2 then X(R,) -C h(R,). 
Proof. See [4, Lemma 61. n 
In terms of principalcomponents analysis this theorem means that the 
proportion of the total variation explained by the first k components in R, is 
not greater than that in R,, for all k = 1,. . ., p. In particular R, <corr R, 
implies (a) 1 - det R, < 1 - det R,, (b) det(Z - R,) < det(Z - R,), and (c) 
rank R, >, rank R,. Properties (a) and (b) follow from the Schur concavity of 
the product and thus of the function X(R) + det R. 
For any vector u=(u,,...,~),)~ let ]o]=(]u,],...,]u,])r and @= 
(&...,V”) . ’ T Also vet R 
vectors of the ma& R. 
is the vector obtained by stacking the column 
THEOREM 3. R, qCOrr R, implies 
(4.1) 
and 
(vet RI)(‘) <,_,,(vec R2)@). 
Proof. The proof of (4.1) follows from [6, Corollary C.5.a, p. 281 (note, 
however, a misprint in that text, viz., majorization < must be read as lower 
weak majorization <w ). See also [3, example 2.31. The second part follows 
because x -+ x2 is a convex increasing function on Iw +. n 
The meaning of Theorem 3 is that <corr implies a suitable ordering for 
the absolute or squared mutual correlations among the variables, namely, the 
sum of the k largest absolute or squared correlations in R, is less than the 
sum of the k largest ones in R,, for all k = 1,. . . , p( p - 1)/2. 
5. MULTIPLE CORRELATION, CANONICAL CORRELATION, AND 
PARTIAL CORRELATION 
We now want to show that multiple, partial, and canonical correlation 
coefficients in a way “preserve” the ordering <corr. For simplicity we only 
look at nonsingular correlation matrices, which may be justified by the 
continuity of the correlation partial ordering. 
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5.1. Multiple Correlation 
Although multiple correlation can be viewed as a special case of canonical 
correlation, we should like to treat it separately, since multiple-correlation 
results are neater than canonical-correlation results. 
With every p x p correlation matrix we can associate a vector of p 
multiple correlation coefficients (m.c.c.‘s) which measure the linear depen- 
dence of each r.v. on the remaining p - 1. Denote by r,(R)‘, . . . , r,(R)’ the 
squared m.c.c.‘s of a given R E 9, where ri(R)’ is the largest squared 
correlation between Ei and a liner combination of the remaining p - 1 r.v.‘s 
ti. We show that <,,,, implies a sensible ordering of the vectors 
(rl(R)2,...,~~(R)P)T. 
PROPOSITION 2. R 1 G_ R, implies 
(( ) r1 Rl 2 ,...,7,(R,)2)~~(r,(R,)2,...,7p(R2)2). 
Proof, Any transformation R 4 PRPT, P E 8, permutes the m.c.c.‘s of 
R among themselves, and conversely any such permutation can be obtained 
by some P E B. Thus the functions SUP, G i G p ri(R>2> SUP, cE i c j Q p{ Ti( RI2 + 
rj(R)2}, etc., are @invariant. They are also convex. Let R be partitioned as 
R= 
The map R -+ T[R~~%~ is convex (see [6, p. 469, E.7.f]). Now r:R,‘r, = Tag; 
hence ri(R)2 is a convex function of R for all 1~ i < p. Taking sums and 
sups of sums preserves convexity. The result then follows by Theorem 1. n 
5.2. Partial Correlation Coefficients 
We start by considering only correlation between two r.v.‘s and prove a 
preliminary lemma. We denote by dL the standard Lowner ordering on the 
set P’ of nonnegative definite matrices; a function f: 9’ -+ R is Lijwner- 
increasing (decreasing) if A bL B implies f(A) d ( z ) f( B), A, B E 9’. 
LEMMA 3. Let 6 and 17 be two T.v.‘s with covariance matrix C = (cij), 
i, j = 1,2, and 1 et r = corr([, 7). Then 171 and r 2 are quasiconvex, Liiwner- 
decreasing functions of the covariance matrix C. 
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Proof. We write T(C) to show dependence on C. Clearly r(C) = 
cuAcrlc22) r/2. Let D = (dij), i, j = 1,2, be another covariance matrix. We 
want to show that VO Q (Y < 1: 
(a) lr(oC + o*D)l G max{ IT(C Ir(~)l}, and 
(b) [T(& + (Y*D)]~ < max{ r(C)2, r(o)2}, 
where cy* = 1 - (Y. 
Note that the second statement is a consequence of the first, since 
1x1 -+ x2 is an increasing function on [w +. Now 
\T((Yc+(Y*D))= 
lq2 + a*d12l 
[ ( DLCll + a*&,)( “C22 + “*dz2)y2 ’ 
and, by the arithmetic-geometric inequality, 
cud22 + d422 2 
2MP 
2 i 
2 2aa*(clldz2d,,c,). 
Therefore, 
1~~12 + “*d12l 4~2l+ a*@121 
( acll + a*d11)1’2(aczz + a*d22)1’2 ’ 4cA2) 1’2+ cx*(dlld2z)1’2 ’ 
Recalling that f( x, y ) = r/y is a quasiconvex function in (w + X R +, we get 
4c,,l+ a*1421 ICI21 Id121 
4CUC22) 1’2+ a*(dlld22)1’2 
Gmax 
(c~~c,)~‘~ ’ (dlldzz)1’2 
which completes the first part of the proof. 
Now let II <L C. Then det D < det C and d,,d, $ cllcB; therefore 
cllc22 - det C dlldez - det D 
< 
CllC22 dll& ’ 
i.e. 
T(c)” < T( 0)“. (5.2.1) 
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Taking the positive square roots in (5.2.1), we also find 
Thus both 1 T 1 and r 2 are Lownerdecreasing. n 
Given the r.v.‘s [r,. . . , [,-which, without loss of generality, we assume 
to be standardized-the partial covariance matrix of, say, 5, and t2 is 
defined as follows. Let 
where R,, is 2 x 2, and R,, = RT,. We can define the partial covariance 
matrix of tr and t2 as R* = R,, - R,2R&1R2, and then, by definition, the 
partial correlation coefficient (P.c.c.) of [r and t2 is 
52;,...,(R) = (,*$. = O*). 
11 22 
PROPOSITION 3. R 1 <cOrr R, implies 
SUP ri,i,ii,,,,i,(R1) d suP'i,i,;i,...i,(R2), 
where the supremum is taken over all permutations of the subscripts i,, . . , i,. 
Proof. The map R --, R* is matrix-concave (see [6, p. 469, E.7.g]); hence 
VO<a<l andVR,SEB 
[aR + (1- a)S] *>r,(YR*+(l-Cx)S*. 
Then, by Lemma 3, 
<+R*+(l-cx)S*12 < max{ r( R*)‘, T(S*)‘} 
= mm ~2;3...~(R)“~ r12;3...,(S)~). 
t 
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We have thus shown that all squared p.c.c.‘s are quasiconvex functions of R. 
Again, the action of 9 is to permute all squared p.c.c.‘s among themselves; 
thus the ordering <COrr among correlation matrices implies the ordering < of 
the largest squared p.c.c.‘s. n 
5.3. Canonical Correlation Coefficients 
To each partition of the set of r.v.‘s {[i,.. ., 5,) into two subsets, say 
{E i,...,E,} and {&+i,..., E, }, there corresponds a partition of the correla- 
tion matrix 
with R,, q x q. The canonical correlation coefficients (c.c.c.‘s) relative to this 
partition are the nonzero singular values of the o X (p - q) matrix 
R,1/2R12R;21’2. We show a property of the largest C.C.C. Let et>, . . * > Q: 
> 0 be the eigenvalues of the matrix R;11R,2R;21R21. 
PROPOSITION 4. R, qcorrR2 implies 
SUP Q#&)~~P ~1@2)~, 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions of the variables El,, . . , .$, 
into subsets of size q and p - q. 
Proof. A sign change of rows and the corresponding columns of R 
leaves Q =(gi,..., Q~)~ unchanged, and a permutation of rows and columns 
corresponds to taking another partition of the r.v.‘s into sets of the same sizes 
q and p - q. Thus the action of 9 on 9 maps each set of c.c.c.‘s to another 
set of c.c.c’s with the same q. 
We now show that ~i( R)2 is a quasiconvex function of R. It is well 
known that 
el@>2 = SUP (aTR12b)” 
UEW” (aTRdbTR,&) 
0 E rap-9 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that the r.v.‘s ti (i = 1,. . . , p) are 
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standardized; for given a E 08q, b E WP-9, consider 
i 
a’R,,a 
= bTR,,a 
This is the 2 ~2 covariance matrix of the r.v.‘s 5 = ~~~~a,~ir 77 = C~_q+Ib,&. 
By Lemma 3, T(R,,~)’ is a quasiconvex function of Ra,b, hence a quasicon- 
vexfunctionofR,sincethemapR~R.,bislinearinR.Thussup,,b7(R.,b)2 
is a quasiconvex function of R. By a simple argument 
sup ~i( PRPT)2 
PEB 
is a *invariant, quasiconvex function of R and preserves the ordering <<corr. 
n 
6. SPECIAL CASES OF <_ 
Requirement (i) of Section 2 and the order relation Q,, only really make 
sense when all our r.v.‘s have equal “status.” In many instances, however, the 
r.v.‘s [i,. .., 5, are naturally divided into two subsets, for example when we 
are interested in regressing one variable on the others, or predicting one set 
of r.v.‘s from the remaining ones. Indeed, consideration of m.c.c.‘s, p.c.c.‘s, 
and c.c.c.‘s arises mainly in such circumstances. For those cases it seems 
natural to modify the group under which we want measures of correlation to 
be invariant. Rather than the full group 9 = gr, spanned by all permutation 
and sign matrices, we shall look at the subgroups gii,, ,, , i4j of gp which fix 
the two subsets { &,, . . . ,[, } and { &, . . . , &, } as sets; in other words, the 
r.v.‘s &,,. .., 6, are interchanged among themselves, modulo a sign change, 
and so are &e remaining r.v.‘s &+,,.. ., tip. If, for simplicity, we let 
{i i ,..., ip} = {l,..., q}, the group 9ti ,,, 4) can be easily described: 9 > 
9 
Pl %,-q 
(l,.. .q) = 
ii 
0 _ 
P 9.4 p2 I , P,eq’ p2~~p-q * 1 
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tit US denote by Gcorr(i,,...,i,) matrix Gmajorization among correlation 
matrices with respect to the group gCi,,, _, i, ,: Then, since gCi,,, , i,j 5 9,, it 
follows from the definition that < C,,rr( i,, _, , i,J implies < corr majorization for all 
the choices of 1~ i, < i, Q . . . Q i, < p, so that all the properties of <Corr 
listed in Sections 3, 4, and 5 still hold for Q~,+~~,,, ,, iq) . On the other hand 
we can prove some stronger results for these special types of Gcorr. 
6.1. Multiple Correlation Coefficients 
PROPOSITION 5. If RI <con(i) R, then ri(Rl> G ri(Rz>. 
Proof. Each m.c.c. ri(R) is a 9(ii-invariant function for all 1 =S i < p. 
Thus Rl Gcorr{i) R, implies r,(Ri) < ri(RZ) by the convexity of ri2 and 
Theorem 1. n 
6.2. Partial Correlation Coefficients 
PROPOSITION 6. R, <mm(i,izj R, implies 
Proof. If R* = R,, - R12Rg1R2, is the partial covariance matrix of 5i 
and t2, conditional on [s,. . . , [,, and 
Pl 0 
p= () ( 1 p 2 l {L2)? 
then (PRPT)* = P,R*P? thus the p.c.c. rrs;s,,,, is 9C,,2j-invariant. More 
generally, ri,i,: ig., i, is 9(ii,i,1-invari~t. We have also shown that (ri,i,; i,, ,, i,)2 
is a quasiconvex function of R. Thus an application of Theorem 1 completes 
the proof. n 
Proposition 6 is a more precise result than the corresponding one in 
Section 5.2. 
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6.3. Canonical Correlation Coefficients 
In this section we confine our attention to correlation matrices 
R= (6.3.1) 
with R,, = I,; it is an open question whether the majorization (6.3.2) holds 
for all R E 3%‘. 
Denote by @JR), i = l,... , 9, the c.c.c.‘s of a correlation matrix R 
partitioned according to (6.3.1), including zeros for simplicity. 
PROPOSITIOiX 7. ZfR %rr(l,...,q) s, tbl 
Proof. The invariance of ~i( R), . . . , eq( R) with respect to linear transfor- 
mations of (ti ,..., .$‘,) and of (t,+i ,..., t,) implies that the c.c.c.‘s are 
P( i y )-invariant. Since the map R --) R ,,R &‘R 21 is convex and since the 
sums of the largest k eigenvalues (k = 1,. . . ,9) are also convex functions, the 
quantities Cf= iei( R)2 are convex, g(i,, ,, q)-invariant functions of R. Thus 
R %XT{l,...,q) S implies the ordering <W among the corresponding vectors of 
squared c.c.c.‘s by Theorem 1. n 
One consequence of (6.3.2) is that most multivariate correlation coeffi- 
cients preserve the ordering <COIT(I,,,,,QJ. 
If R %orr(l. ..,y) S, then, by definition of xru majorization, rT( R)2 < 
rT(S)2, where r; is the trace correlation coefficient, whose expression is 
rT( R)” = 9-l tr( R[l’R,2R,‘R21) = 9-l 
For the vector alienation coefficient ~2, which is defined as 
rA( R)2 = det( I, - R;l’R,2R~21R2,) 
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the following can be said. Put 
since from P(~)(R) +to P(~)(S) it follows that 
1 - p’“‘(R) -cm 1 - p@‘(S), 
then, for Sll = I,, R %orr(l ...,9) S implies rA(R)2 > rA(S)2. This result agrees 
perfectly with the meaning’of r+, which is a measure of linear independence 
of two random vectors (see [5, p. 1711). 
Another measure is Coxhead’s generalized correlation ratio r: (see [l]), 
which can be expressed as one minus the harmonic mean of the 1 - Q,(R)~, 
i=l ,..., q, i.e. 
(6.3.3) 
It can be shown that (6.3.3) is an increasing Schur-convex function of the 
gi( R)2, i = 1,. . . , q; then rz preserves the ordering <w induced on the 
c.c.c.‘s by <corr(i,... 9). 
Nothing can be said about the determinant correlation coefficient rD(R)2 
= FIyzl~i(R)2; we feel this to be a shortcoming of ro(R)2 rather than of the 
order relation < _( i 9 ) 
coefficient see [l]). ’ ’ 
(for other problems connected with the use of this 
7. SAMPLE CORRELATION MATRICES 
In this section we deal with sample correlation. Given an n x p data 
matrix X = (xij), its sample correlation matrix is R = D-1/2XTHXD-1/2, 
where H = Z - n- ‘J and D = diag(XTHX). We give the conditions for data 
matrices to have equivalent correlation matrices and a method for obtaining 
from a given data matrix another set of data, less correlated with respect to 
=&orr . 
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We recall that any R E W can be viewed as the sample correlation matrix 
of some data set X with n > p: the spectral decomposition R = rTAr gives 
annxpmatrix 
z = A”2r 
i 1 0 ’ 
where 0 is the (n - p) X p zero matrix; X is obtained from 2 by letting 
X = n’/2QZ with Q any n x n orthogonal matrix which maps the vector 
(O,O,..., 0,l)T to n-i/2(1,. . . ) 1y. 
Without loss of generality, we consider data matrices which are standard- 
ized with respect to the scaling transformation X + HXD- ‘i2. 
THEOREM 4. Two standardized n X p data matrices X and Y have 
equivalent correlation matrices with respect to =_ if and only if X = QYP, 
where P E 9 and Q n x n is orthogonal. 
Proof. The proof follows from Vinograde’s theorem (see [8]). n 
Thus, if two standardized n X p data matrices are equivalent under 
= corr, they have the same singular values. On the other hand XTX <_ Y TY 
implies (see [3]) that the vector of singular values of Y weakly majorizes, in 
the sense of <w, the vector of singular values of X. 
From the very definition of <c0rr, we can derive a simple way to obtain a 
matrix X of less correlated data from a given matrix Y, by taking X such that 
XTX = C,,a,,PTY TYP,, for any choice of P,, E 9, a,, 2 0, &,a, = 1. 
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